Temporary waiver of the side-wire (side bus) requirement for meter sockets installed on UG services. Effective 10/25/21.
FirstEnergy Self-Contained Meter Socket Specification Change

Side-wire requirement for OH/UG sockets

TEMPORARY WAIVER

FirstEnergy’s Customer Guide for Electric Service booklets (OH, PA, MD, NJ, WV) presently state that side-wired sockets are required (preferred in Ohio) for UG service connections. This side-wire requirement is being temporarily waived at this time to allow non-side-wired sockets to be used on UG service connections. It is important that the following installation practices and example connections be followed when non-side-wired sockets are installed for UG service.

Non-side-wired sockets used for UG service need to provide adequate space for the line-side conductors to be formed so that slack exists in each conductor after terminations are complete. This slack is to allow conductor movement downward should some UG settling occur, without putting excess tension on the line-side terminations, jaws or other socket components.

Below are three examples of non-side-wired socket styles that will now be accepted for UG service. We will now allow these socket styles to be utilized if they provide sufficient conductor routing space to accommodate excess slack when terminating line-side conductors.

Important enclosure height requirements for non-side-wired sockets used on UG service:

- 200-amp socket minimum height is 19”. Offset socket minimum height is 15”.
- 320-amp meter socket minimum height is 26”.

These enclosure height dimensions will help to ensure space exists for conductor slack.
Below are six examples of wire forming and routing within non-side-wired UG sockets. The top three (green check) demonstrate proper conductor forming. The bottom three examples (red X) demonstrate possible errors that lessen or eliminate the necessary slack conductor. Socket installations having insufficient line-side conductor slack will **not be accepted or put into service**.
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- Socket space correctly utilized to provide additional slack.
- Crossing load conductors when needed to provide additional slack.
- Offset socket with all available space utilized.

![Incorrect diagrams](image2)
- Left line-side conductor improperly terminated leaving no slack.
- Socket not designed with space to provide conductor slack.
- Space above line terminal connections not properly utilized.

**NOTES:**
- Before forming and terminating line-side conductors at socket, grasp the conductors and push them downward into the conduit. This will typically result in producing additional slack conductor within the conduit itself.
- Not all meter sockets sold as OH/UG may provide for the slack conductor space as described in the above examples. When unsure, seek utility approval of the specific socket model before use.
Other than this temporary waiver of the side-wire requirement, all other meter socket and installation requirements detailed within the OH, WV, PA, MD, and NJ Customer Guide for Electric Service (CGES) booklets remain in effect. Refer to Exhibit 8 within your state’s CGES booklet for information regarding important installation components and requirements such as conduit strap locations, use of slip joints, trench preparation, etc.

NOTE: This temporary side-wire waiver is not referenced within the current CGES booklets. This waiver only allows for non-side-wired sockets to be utilized when sufficient conductor slack can be achieved when making up line-side terminations.

Below are the FirstEnergy descriptions for three (3) non-side-wired sockets having the minimum space needed to allow for sufficient line-side conductor slack on UG connections.

**Socket Meter 200A 4/5 Jaw OH/UG:**
Socket, Meter, 200 Ampere, 4 Terminal W/Provision for 5th Terminal, Suitable for Underground and Overhead Service, Ringless, #2-350 kcmil Connections, Non-Side Wired, UL Approved, Horn-Type Bypass or Lever Bypass, Minimum Height of Socket 19”, Offset Socket Minimum Height 15”

**Socket Meter 320A 4/5 Jaw OH/UG:**
Socket, Meter, 320 Ampere, 4 Terminal W/Provision for 5th Terminal, Suitable for Underground and Overhead Service, Ringless, #4-600 kcmil Line Side Connections, Non-Side Wired, UL Approved, Lever-Type Bypass, Minimum Height of Socket 26”

**Socket Meter 320A 7 Term OH/UG:**
Socket, Meter, 320 Ampere, 7 Terminal, Suitable for Underground and Overhead Service, Ringless, #4-600 kcmil Line Side Connections, Non-Side Wired, UL Approved, Lever-Type Bypass, Minimum Height of Socket 26”